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Poverty and Riches of “Standard Costs”
By John Whitmore
“Standard costs” as used in the title of this article (and as used
in the article itself wherever it is so written) means the system
which is called by that name in the papers and discussions of the
cost accounting division of the International Congress on Account
ing, New York, 1929. This system includes the principle of
ordinary standard costs, which is as old as organized manufactur
ing; and it includes the principle of measuring the variations of
actual costs from standards; and it definitely, and as a matter of
principle, and without distinction between industries of different
characters, excludes the recording of costs as actually and directly
incurred under each separate manufacturing or construction
order; and it includes the using of standard costs as a basis for
calculating additional remuneration to factory employees.
I have called this article ‘ ‘ Poverty and riches of standard costs.”
What I regard as the poverty of the system is its so nearly exclu
sive emphasis on the calculation of costs before manufacture, at
the expense of the character of the actual subsequent accounting,
as is shown in its exclusion of manufacturing-order cost accounts
even under conditions that render them most useful and valuable;
and again in its throwing expenses of the most various characters
together and distributing them all as “burden”; and again in its
restriction to a single type of factory accounting, as if all manu
facturing operations were of a single type. And what I regard as
its riches is that from the same emphasis on the prior calculation
of costs, there has emerged a plan for supplementing wages (com
pleting the remuneration of factory labor) which substitutes a
profound common interest, both in the operations as human labor
and achievement, and in their financial results, for the narrow in
dividual interests created or accentuated by most if not all exist
ing supplementary wage schemes.
Throughout these articles and discussions there is constantly
proclaimed the opposition (very largely imagined) of two systems
of cost accounting, namely, the calculating of the costs of products
before they are manufactured, and the accounting for the ex
penditures in the actual manufacturing under individual manu
facturing order numbers. This is all indicated in a quotation
9
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(Proceedings of 1929 International Congress, p. 863) from an article
published in December, 1908, referred to as the beginning of the
“standard costs” system, as follows:

“There are two radically different methods of ascertaining
costs; the first method, to ascertain them after the work is
completed; the second method, to ascertain them before the
work is undertaken. The first method is the old one. . . .
The objection to the old method is not only that it delays in
formation until little value is left in it, but that it is wholly
and absolutely incorrect. . . .”
I commented in my article, published in the September, 1930,
issue of The Journal of Accountancy, upon the curious belief,
equally conspicuous in the foregoing quotation and in the papers
and discussions of the 1929 international congress, that where in
dividual cost accounts for manufacturing or construction orders
are kept, there are no calculations of costs beforehand; and this is
proclaimed as the blind omission of accountants, who were “like
Lot’s wife, everlastingly looking behind” (Proceedings, p. 1250).
In some industries (within my own knowledge, the textile and
paper-making industries are examples) accountants may calculate
costs beforehand, from specifications of the products to be made
and the materials to be used, and with existing manufacturing
records. But in the engineering and machine shop industries?
The work of estimating must be at least under the control of qual
ified engineers, and it requires the cooperation of the heads of the
manufacturing departments and the departments auxiliary to the
manufacturing departments: of foundries as to pattern and
moulding and cleaning costs and risks of defectives; of machine
shops as to the machining processes and often as to the economy
of designing and making special tools; and so on as to any other
works departments whose processes are not merely routine, but
may be modified and adapted to special ends with varying costs,
concerning which those who are closest to the operations must
have the surest knowledge. If the work was ever omitted, it was
not the omission of accountants, for it never was and never will
be their work; and further it never was omitted, but was always
done by the proper people. Any idea to the contrary is com
pletely exploded by the passage quoted at the end of my article in
this Journal for September, from Garcke & Fells’ Factory Ac
counts published in 1887 and always a standard work in this
country.
10
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The same quotation refutes also the idea expressed in such pas
sages as the following:
“The old methods of comparing actual costs with past
actual costs have the element of almost entire uselessness”
(Proceedings, p. 774).
“Comparison of the cost of a part manufactured this
month with its cost last month and the month before”
(Proceedings, p. 867).
For though such comparisons are provided and tabulated quite
automatically by the successive debits to the particular account in
the stores ledgers, and though that comparison has the value of
one strong light, amongst others, upon the state of manufacturing
economy in the plant, the 1887 quotation describes the systematic
procedure for showing the comparison between actual costs and
costs previously estimated.
It must be borne in mind that the keeping of separate cost
accounts for individual manufacturing orders is a method which
belongs to the machine industries; and even in these, only where
the manufacturing orders are usually large. Even so, it was at
the time the 1908 article was published used only to a very mod
erate extent. In 1916, eight years later, the federal trade com
mission had reached the conclusion that not more than ten per
cent. of American manufacturers knew the costs of their products.
Some of these were keeping individual manufacturing-order cost
accounts; and some were merely crediting their manufacturing ac
counts with the production at costs calculated beforehand; and
some were using standard cost sheets, pure and simple, without
bringing the figures into their general account books at all. I
was familiar with all these procedures, and with others, in actual
operation before December, 1908. In an article in this Journal
for May, 1908, I described the procedure in using standard costs
to credit the manufacturing accounts in industries where the
manufacturing orders are too small and numerous to permit the
keeping of individual cost accounts for them, and at the same time
I described the procedure in determining variances from stand
ards in such industries.
The only fundamental difference between “the new method”
and methods previously existing was that “the new method”
excluded entirely the keeping of individual manufacturing-order
cost accounts in any circumstances whatsoever. There was
11
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otherwise, as I have already said, a difference in emphasis; not
without important consequences.
“The new method,” the “standard costs” system, has in the
meantime developed its own character, indicated or described in
the papers and discussions of the 1929 international congress. I
proceed now to consider the “standard costs” system as so
developed, and afterwards I will endeavor to indicate briefly
what factory accounting which includes individual manufactur
ing-order cost accounts really is.
There is in the Proceedings only one article which describes the
operation of the “standard costs” system in such a way that one
can attempt to follow the working step by step, viz. Mr. Eric Cam
man’s “Standard Costs: Installation and Procedure.” For this
reason alone I take it for consecutive examination, but before I
conclude I shall quote important passages from the other articles,
all written by stanch advocates of the “standard costs” system.
Mr. G. Charter Harrison has indicated the “standard costs”
procedure briefly and rather casually on page 862 where he says
that it “provides for showing on the debit side the actual expendi
ture and on the credit side the amount which should have been
expended.” Mr. Camman on page 876 outlines three alternative
methods of debiting and crediting work-in-process accounts:

(a) to charge at actual costs and credit at standard costs.
(This is apparently Mr. G. Charter Harrison’s method.)
(b) to charge at standard and credit at standard—diverting
differences to variance accounts.
(c) to charge at actual costs and credit at actual costs—
inserting standard costs on both sides in parallel
columns.

Mr. Camman dismisses method (a) as inadequate because it
“allows cost variations to be concealed until a count of the work
in-process on hand is made.” It is, however, worth noting that
this method of charging work-in-process with the actual costs of
manufacture, and then crediting the factory output at calculated
costs (no individual manufacturing order cost accounts being
kept) is a simple and within its own limits a useful method. I
was familiar with it in two important (then and now) manufac
turing corporations more than twenty-five years ago. It is of
course true that the difference between actual and calculated
costs is not shown until an inventory has been taken.
12
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Under method (b) differences are diverted to variance accounts.
How the differences are ascertained is not made very clear, but it
is without waiting for a count of work-in-process, for it is said that
methods (b) and (c), unlike (a) “disclose the differences and deal
with them more promptly.” It is indicated that practically the
only difference between (b) and (c) is that under the former, the
differences being diverted, the goods are charged to cost of goods
sold at standard costs, while under the latter they are charged to
cost of goods sold at actual costs. Mr. Camman prefers method
(c).
We may proceed then to method (c) which is to charge work-inprocess accounts at actual costs and credit at actual costs, insert
ing standard costs on both sides of the account in parallel col
umns. What this means is best expressed in Mr. Camman’s own
words (p. 878):

“Costs of goods sold are expressed in actual costs. In
ventories are carried at actual costs. The standard costs are
confined to the factory ledgers and are not used in the bal
ance-sheet, profit and loss account or other financial state
ments.”
Now parallel columns are for comparison and the proposal must
be to insert standard costs against comparable actual costs.
How are the actual costs, against which comparable standard
costs are to be inserted in parallel columns, ascertained? So far
we know only that it shall not involve waiting for a count of
work-in-process, but shall be accomplished “more promptly.”
As far as Mr. Camman explains, it is best to quote him (pp. 884
and 885):

“The accounts are classified and grouped, the best group
ing being by product classes. Under this arrangement a
division is composed of similar products, the variations on
which are likely to be similar in proportion and attributable
to the same causes. Another arrangement is a grouping by
departments and sub-departments; usually this plan requires
more care and necessitates the devising of ingenious means
to prevent the errors of excessive averaging which may result
from too broad a combination.
“It must be remembered that the variances which occur
and which are reflected in the entries on the debit side of the
accounts are averaged and spread over the cost of deliveries
of products as reflected by the entries on the credit side of the
accounts. Under a proper classification this method will
give a reasonably correct result.”
13
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It is not very clear. But I will leave it where Mr. Camman
leaves it. Differences are determined by product classes and are
spread over the cost of deliveries of the products of each respec
tive class, and with a proper classification a reasonably correct
result is obtained, and the differences are ascertained more
promptly than by waiting for a count of work-in-process. That
is, they are presumably determined at not infrequent intervals.
It would not be difficult to enumerate the possible ways in which
this can be done, for their number is quite limited. I will, how
ever, not stop to do this, for it would not with certainty identify
Mr. Camman’s method, and while I am concerned somewhat with
the method I am more concerned with what is in the end accom
plished. Concerning this I again quote Mr. Camman (p. 879):
“The general purpose is to make suitable provision for the
development of the figures in a manner which will be of prac
tical help in the solution of the problems of management.
It is in this direction that standard cost accounting is so
much more adequate for modern industrial requirements
than the job-order and unit-cost methods which it replaces.”
Mr. Camman’s conclusion is a statement and certain analyses
of the “labor cost variance,” the “burden cost variance,” and
the “material cost variance” for a period. These are spoken
of as “some of the typical cost data which will be forthcoming
through this method” (p. 885). I will in each instance give
Mr. Camman’s opening explanation of the source of the figures,
and then his concluding statement of the results reached, each as
nearly as possible in his own words. I must of course omit his
detailed description of these analyses, but these can be read in the
Proceedings.

Labor Cost Variance
“The actual payroll is the source of information as to the
amounts earned by direct labor workers during a period.
The corresponding standard direct labor is derived by pricing
and extending reports of production ” (p. 885).
“The pertinent facts as to labor have now been resolved:
viz., 133% in hours at 105% in wages cause the labor cost
ratio to be 140.” (p. 886.)

Burden Cost Variance
“Departmental burden accounts are the source of data as
to the actual charges and accruals for indirect costs. The
corresponding standard burden is figured by pricing and ex
tending reports of production” (p. 887.)
14
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Actual machine hours were 77% of capacity and 103.1 of
the standard hours for the actual production.
Standard burden for capacity........................
$18,000.00
“
“
“ actual production........
13,440.00
“ machine hours actually
operated. (77% of
capacity and 103.1 of
standard hours for
the production)........
13,860.00
Actual burden charges and accruals, per de
partmental burden accounts..................
11,970.00
Actual burden was therefore 89.1 of the standard for the
production, and 86.4 of the standard for the machine hours
operated.
Material Cost Variance
“The actual cost of materials consumed is obtained in the
customary way, and the standard cost of the standard quan
tities specified is computed by extending reports of produc
tion”. (p. 888.)
“The story therefore as to materials is that 114.4% of the
quantity specified was used at 98% of the cost” (p. 889.)

Possibly such “typical cost data ” as these may be “of practical
help in the solution of the problems of management”; and pos
sibly they prove that the “standard costs” system is so much
more adequate than the individual manufacturing-order system;
but I am going to contend that exactly the contrary of the latter
proposition is the simple truth. I believe we have got to get
back to original facts and that we have had no business to get so
far away from them. I am going to describe very briefly what
the individual manufacturing-order cost system is, but first I am
going to make a few quotations from the other papers, all (as I
have said) by stanch advocates of the “standard costs” system.
“ It is obvious that these variances—the difference between
the standard and actual scrap made, not including any
spoiled or defective work—must be reported by kinds of materials, by departments or operations on which the scrap is
made” (p. 901).
“Variances must be reported by departments and by op
erations, and in some instances it will be advisable to classify
them by kinds of product. This is not a difficult task, be
cause obviously it is advisable and in many cases necessary
to know just how each workman is performing, and since this
must be determined from the individual work tickets, it is
only a question of sorting and tabulating variances from in
dividual tickets” (p. 904.)
15
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“It is not enough just to establish standards, and
incorporate them in the costs. They must be constantly
studied and since standards are of no value unless there is an
attempt to live up to them, the variances must be the subject
of constant analysis and study. Then it follows that if they
are to be analysed and studied they must be presented in a
way to bring out the essential facts’’ (p. 908.)
“If the results can not be traced back to individuals re
sponsible for those results, if the performance can not be
definitely assigned as to responsibility to an individual, then
the main purpose of the cost accounts to give control is lost’’
(p. 1245).
“Variances are analysed and reported in full detail so as to
determine the real cause and individual responsibility for
them.” (p. 1259).

There is no doubt that these quotations describe what must
ultimately be accomplished, if there is to be an effective check
upon the economy of manufacture. Variances in scrap produced
must be identified by operations, and variances in labor costs must
be identified by operations, and so on with all other variances.
The work must be limited to variances that matter, and nothing
that really matters must be overlooked. One needs in the first
place a convenient indication where something has developed that
deserves attention. One is not going to subject every stores order
and every labor ticket to a critical examination, and on the other
hand it is a poor starting point merely to know that something is
wrong somewhere in the cost of a considerable number of orders
(even if they are of one “ product class ”) in a considerable division
of time. It seems to me unquestionable that the single manu
facturing order, or sub-order, is the most convenient unit to dis
close and give the initial approximate location of any excessive
cost. The form and ruling of the cost ledger, giving the original
cost account in fairly well analized shape, help very greatly. I
do not know where there are equal advantages, even in this single
respect, in any other procedure.
In trying to indicate what, in this one respect, factory account
ing which includes individual cost accounts for manufacturing or
construction orders is, I shall add little or nothing to what is
either in Garcke & Fells’ Factory Accounts (1887) or in my own
articles in this Journal August, 1906, to January, 1907.
As to materials, first. It is too late to begin to secure economy
in these when they are issued to the shops to be used in manufac
ture, and in saying this I am not referring to purchase prices. I
16
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am referring to the quantities purchased and the times of pur
chasing. The need is that the quantities shall be sufficient and
not excessive for specific and standard requirements, and that the
times of purchasing shall be such that the shop orders shall be
filled promptly upon presentation to the storehouse. Accounting
control, beginning with the purchase invoices, must be established,
for this is double-entry factory bookkeeping. And effective
physical control of stores must be created, or there will be troubles
which the accounts will disclose, but which ought never to occur.
The departments here involved are the engineering department,
the purchasing department and the stores department. The
stores department is naturally the centre, and the stores ledgers
are the essential instrument. The sequences of the accounts in
the stores ledgers are of a good deal of importance, for convenience
of working and of observation. Every account for materials and
supplies, stocks of which are to be regularly maintained, is headed
with a stock limit and standard order, established and revised as
necessary by the engineering department. This, of course, ap
plies to all operating supplies, and to all supplies and parts for
plant repairs, as well as to materials which enter into the prod
ucts; for factory accounting is as closely concerned with the
economizing of factory capacity, the avoidance of idle machine
time from any cause (as for instance the lack of promptness and
speed in repairs), as it is with economy in the use of materials or
direct labor.
The storehouse is furnished with lists of materials for all orders
to be manufactured, and columns are provided in the storesledger form to enter these in the respective accounts. If these
appropriations of materials reduce the free stocks below the stock
limits, then the storehouse issues requisitions upon the purchasing
department. These requisitions are noted in the stores ledger
accounts. They may be subject to the O.K. of the engineering
department, which is thus given the opportunity to raise any
question which any changing conditions may suggest. A copy of
the actual purchase order is furnished to the storehouse and noted
in the stores ledgers with date of contracted delivery. The store
house as well as the purchasing department watches deliveries for
any lateness and need to trace. The storehouse is responsible for
using every means now in its possession to insure the prompt
filling of shop orders and the maintenance of free stocks in ac
cordance with the engineering department standards in force.
17
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Each shop has its own series of stores orders, and each series is
consecutively numbered. They are summarized on sheets upon
which the two final figures of the numbers are printed consecu
tively. When the summaries are closed at the end of the month,
the blanks show the unfilled shop orders. The extent to which the
storehouse is fulfilling its purpose of filling the shop orders without
delay is plainly visible. Inactive stocks are plainly visible in the
stores ledger accounts.
A cost account is kept for each manufacturing or construction
order. If the order is divided into sub-orders, there must be the
same division in the estimates, or in the standard costs sheets for
standard products. The cost-ledger forms are ruled with all the
columns necessary to facilitate comparisons between actual costs
and previous calculations. The original stores orders for materi
als may be kept sorted by manufacturing orders. No excessive
use of materials, defective materials or spoiled work can be ob
scured. Usually, if not always, these things are disclosed both in
the material comparisons and in the labor comparisons of which
I shall speak presently. We are dealing now with original
facts, where they occur, and not with far-off percentages of
variance.
And as to labor. It is very simple to summarize the direct
labor on each manufacturing order, or sub-order, each payroll
period. This is done, on a form provided for the purpose, from a
weekly labor sheet kept for each workman. The original labor
tickets are also kept sorted by manufacturing orders. When a
manufacturing order is completed the total of the direct labor is
compared with the same in the standard cost or estimate, and the
comparison and all the original labor tickets and summaries are
passed on to a man who is not an accountant, but who has
knowledge and experience of shop practice, who should conduct a
continuous scrutiny of direct labor costs, whose department is
organized for this purpose. This is all a part of the practice in
connection with individual manufacturing-order cost accounts, as
I have myself seen it in operation.
I come to what I suppose I must call “burden.” It is inti
mated in more than one paper that the treatment of these expenses
(i. e., all expenses other than materials and direct labor) is practi
cally the same with the “standard costs” system as it is with
individual manufacturing-order cost accounts. I am not willing
to subscribe to this. In fact, very far from it.
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Mr. Camman says (p. 874): “The burden rates are the budg
eted costs divided between machine hours, man hours, or other
measures of time occupied in the manufacturing processes.”
Closely similar quotations could be made from the other papers
and discussions.
In the first place, as I remarked in my September article, not all
expenses outside of materials and direct labor are, or are to be
called, burden. Under certain conditions, no doubt, all of these
expenses may be ascertained in their respective totals, and com
bined, and distributed to the costs of products (subject to any
distributions to factory capacity not operated) by a uniform
method. But where the manufacturing operations have a large
and varied character, and this very definitely includes the larger
machine shops, engineering works, and steel works, such a method
is quite inapplicable. Power must have its own cost accounts,
both for control of its costs and for any correct distribution of the
expense. Fuels must be recorded as consumed for particular
purposes, and wherever they are consumed in large quantities, the
possibilities of standards of consumption are to be fully examined.
Very largely the more expensive tools must be direct charges to
the cost accounts for the products for which they are made, either
in total immediately or by gradual amortization. The reduction
of all the manufacturing expenses, not chargeable direct to prod
ucts, to expenses of production centres (of which the machine tool
with its hourly rate is one example) is in many cases the only
possible way to arrive at practically true cost figures.
*
I will close this part of the subject of this article with two
general criticisms.
First: In these extended discussions of “standard costs” there
is, I believe, no indication of, no reference to, any difference in
types of cost accounts whether they are for the manufacture of
fountain pens or locomotive engines, boxes of stationery or an
electrical installation; always standard costs and always no “job
order cost accounts.” Always a single instrument instead of in
struments very varied, to be availed of, or often by a simple proc
ess discovered rather than invented, to meet whatever conditions
there are. For it is the character of the operations that must de
termine the pattern of the accounts. This is true in the machine
*In relation to the various expenses included in “burden” it will not be unprofitable to bear in
mind A. Hamilton Church’s Production Factors, and David Moffat Myers’ Factory Power Plants,
and a number of articles on power costs in the Engineering Magazine (or Factory & Industrial
Management) in the past few years.
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industries, and it is even more simply true in the chemical and
metallurgical industries, where a flow-sheet of the material practi
cally gives, or may be directly translated into, the plan of the
operating ledger. The two must correspond, step by step. A
simple illustration is the cost accounts for an industrial power
plant. It is the chart of the generation and conversion centres,
and transmission lines, and meters, that gives the series of ac
counts through which is accomplished the distribution of all costs
to the departments, and often units of equipment, using the power
in any forms.
Second: It seems to me that, from the first, the proponents of
the “standard costs” system, captivated I suppose by a sense of
new discovery, have ignored everything that was done in the work
of estimating and cost accounting by all the factory accountants
and others who were before them, who thought and worked in the
same field. And it seems to me that they continue to do so.
Hence in these papers and discussions much attempted disparage
ment of all work other than their own. To such expressions I will
not further refer, but I will take one statement seriously and
simply made.
The chairman of the session of the 1929 international congress
for the day devoted to cost-accounting discussion, himself an
officer of the National Association of Cost Accountants, said
(Proceedings, p. 1219): “Twenty-five years ago, cost accounting,
or as we prefer to call it industrial accounting, was not in exist
ence. The first books in this country were written just about
twenty-five years ago and the literature before that time was very
scarce.” And yet Suplee’s Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book
(Lippincott, 1904) says (p. 787) “Valuable works upon the sub
jects of works management and cost keeping are the following:
J. Slater Lewis’ Commercial Organization of Factories, Arnold’s
Complete Cost Keeper, Arnold’s Factory Manager and Accountant,
Garcke & Fells’ Factory Accounts, Matheson’s Depreciation of
Factories, and Metcalfe’s Cost of Manufactures. Even this list did
not include A. Hamilton Church’s “Proper Distribution of the
Expense Burden,” which appeared in the Engineering Magazine
in 1901.
And before quite closing this part of my subject I return for a
moment to the quotation from the article of December, 1908,
which is made the starting point of the “standard costs” system.
In it, it was claimed first that the existing practice omitted the
20
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calculation of costs before manufacture; and second, that the
determination upon completion of manufacture was “wholly and
absolutely incorrect.” As to the first, I have shown conclusively
that there was no such omission; and as to the second Mr.
Camman, at least, returns completely to actual recorded costs for
the purposes of inventories, profit-and-loss accounts and balancesheets. And these are the same actual costs except that they are
certainly rendered somewhat less accurate individually by as
certaining them for “product classes” and reducing them to in
dividual product costs by averaging the differences between the
actual costs and the previous calculations; and they are certainly
rendered less accurate by throwing expenses of the most various
character together and distributing them all as burden. Still, far
from regarding them as “wholly and absolutely incorrect,” Mr.
Camman uses them as true figures for the ultimate purposes of the
accounts. It is proper to add that other advocates of the ‘‘stand
ard costs” system dissent from Mr. Camman’s procedure in this
respect. Being skeptical of actual records, they seem to have
perfect faith in the infallibility of calculations of individual
product costs which are never tested by comparisons with actual
individual product cost accounts. For my own part, I believe
that as far as the previous calculations are sound and correct, and
with the accounting control of factory expenditures as nearly as
possible perfected, the differences between prior calculations and
subsequently determined costs could be but small, inasmuch as
the cost of idle facilities, and variations of indirect expenses from
standards which are necessarily used for these in all cost accounts,
and the costs of errors and accidents and certain inefficiencies (I
have in mind particularly power wastes above normal allowances),
should all be separately stated and carried direct to the profit and
loss account.
But there is another aspect of the “standard costs” system. I
mentioned it at the beginning of this article when I said that from
its emphasis on the prior calculation of costs, there had emerged a
plan for supplementary wages (completing the remuneration of
factory labor), which would substitute a profound common inter
est for the narrow individual interests fostered by existing wage
incentive schemes.
I will take this suggestion as it is expressed in the paper by Mr.
C. R. Stevenson of New York, and I will try to develop the possi
bilities in it a little independently; for while the matter is alluded
21
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to not only in Mr. Stevenson’s paper but elsewhere in these papers
and discussions, there is apparently no attempt anywhere in them
to treat it fully.
Mr. Stevenson is enumerating certain features of modern factory
organization and accounts. His third item, stated at some length,
is the setting of standards of costs of all sorts. Then follows:
“Fourth: Using practically the same standards as provided
for in item 3 as a basis
*
our next step is to set up incentive
schemes whereby those who are responsible for operations
will automatically share in the savings made.”
For the space of a generation or more we have heard and known
of wage incentive schemes and profit-sharing systems and bonuses.
The first have been concerned, almost although not quite ex
clusively, with direct labor upon products, and almost always they
operate to affect the wages of the workmen merely individually.
They isolate the interests of each workman, and deepen his con
centration on his individual job; and further they leave unaffected,
at any rate for any good, a very large percentage of the whole
working force. The labor of auxiliary departments, whatever
they may be; the maintenance of the plant; the generation and
transmission of power—all these and still other classes of labor
have usually been outside of the operation of such schemes, and if
these have resulted in greater efficiency of working, we have
known that there was always a vast field to which their influence
did not extend.
We have probably all of us considered plans by which this
might be remedied, and more or less we have attempted it. In
some industries the problem was comparatively simple, and in
others it remained difficult. For long no general scheme that
might be applied in the machine industries was, I believe, any
where apparent.
Profit-sharing plans have aimed to secure supplementary
wages to all employees impartially, but there has been the very
great objection that the result depended on influences beyond the
control of any employees, and very obviously outside the sphere of
the factory.
In many industries there has been an attempt to offer all em
ployees impartially the opportunity to earn something, and some
thing very substantial, beyond immediate wages, namely pensions
at retiring ages. That this should, at least in manufacturing in* Italics are mine.—J. W.
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dustry, ever operate impartially or be effective except as to a
moderate percentage of all the people employed, must always have
been more than doubtful. But the attempt has been at least an
acknowledgment that something substantial might be earned,
ought to be earned, beyond wages at the levels which have existed.
The “standard costs” system contemplates that there shall be
calculations of inclusive costs, prior to manufacture, or apart from
the records of actual manufacture, for all production. It is to be
assumed that these shall be as perfect as possible in all respects to
represent complete economy of manufacture, fairly attainable.
Not economy of working here and there, but absolutely every
where; in the saving of materials, in efficiency of labor, in power
costs, in maintenance costs, in the operation of every auxiliary
department, in the utilization of factory capacity as far as work is
provided therefor, and in perfection of product. This is not to be
attained through the exclusive concentration of every employee
on his individual job. It requires the perfecting of organization,
and the cooperation of the whole force working together with a
single aim.
The “standard costs ” system, then, takes these calculations as a
basis for a supplementary wage plan. It seems to be indicated
that the additional wages are paid only to the more important
employees, those upon whom responsibilities more conspicuously
rest. If this is the meaning, I think it is only a first step. The
appeal must be to the working forces as a whole and impartially.
It is not even so much a matter of a common money interest as it
is a matter of a single spirit.
I will not here attempt to outline exact procedure, which,
however, is no difficult matter. The essential thing is that the
total of the standard costs for the actual production, and the total
of the actual costs for the same be used as factors in the determi
nation of the measure of actual economy in the total operations,
and that according to this measure, an additional equal percentage
upon all wages, from the wages of the works manager to the wages
of the humblest of what is called common labor, be paid.
As far as my understanding and judgment go, and my under
standing may be incomplete and my judgment may be erring, this
is the single contribution of the “standard costs” system to fac
tory accounting and factory economy, and to the possibilities of
higher wages with lower costs of products. But even if it is a
single contribution, I believe it to be of supreme value.
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